A fundamental challenge in immunology is diagnostic classification based on repertoire se-10 quence. We used the principle of maximum entropy (MaxEnt) to build compact representations 11 of antibody (IgH) and T-cell receptor (TCRβ) CDR3 repertoires based on the statistical biophysi-12 cal patterns latent in the frequency and ordering of repertoires' constituent amino acids. This 13 approach results in substantial advantages in quality, dimensionality, and training speed com-14 pared to MaxEnt models based solely on the standard 20-letter amino-acid alphabet. De-15 scriptor-based models learn patterns that pure amino-acid-based models cannot. We demon-16 strate the utility of descriptor models by successfully classifying influenza vaccination status 17 (AUC=0.97, p=4×10 -3 ), requiring only 31 samples from 14 individuals. Descriptor-based MaxEnt 18 modeling is a powerful new method for dissecting, encoding, and classifying complex reper-19 toires. 20 3 Arora et al. (2019) Repertoire-Based Diagnostics Using Statistical Biophysics Introduction 21 A major challenge in systems immunology is determining how to describe the sequence-level 22 heterogeneity of antibody (immunoglobulin; Ig) and T-cell receptor (TCR) repertoires in ways 23 that facilitate the identification of meaningful patterns. Sequence-frequency distributions-for 24 example, counts of unique IgH or TCRβ CDR3s-are commonly used but not ideal for interper-25 sonal comparisons, since repertoires from different people are largely disjoint (Robins et al., 26 2010; Arnaout et al., 2011). Motif-frequency distributions, which count how often each of the 20 n 27 possible n-mers appears in a repertoire (for some choice of n), are more likely to overlap be-28 tween individuals, but may fail to detect probabilistic or higher-order patterns and are subject to 29 sampling-related bias unless n is small. Comparisons of frequency distributions between reper-30 toires from different individuals have yielded important insights (Parameswaran et al., 2013; 31 Kaplinsky et al., 2014; Emerson et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017) but the limitations of this ap-32 proach suggest a need for complementary methods. One such method is maximum-entropy 33 (MaxEnt) modeling (Fig. 1). 34 MaxEnt models, which were first developed for statistical physics and information theory 35 (Jaynes, 1957), can be used to describe repertoires (or other complex ensembles of proteins, 36 nucleic acids, etc.) in terms of constraints called biases that determine the ways in which a giv-37 en repertoire differs from a uniform distribution of sequences (Yeo and Burge, 2004; Russ et al., 38 2005; Seno et al., 2008; Mora et al., 2010; Marks et al., 2011). Given a set of features-for ex-39 ample, the frequencies of the 20 amino acids and the 20 2 =400 nearest-neighbor amino-acid 40 pairs ("neighbors" being defined as contiguous N-to-C-terminus amino acids)-a MaxEnt model 41 describes the degree to which each feature is biased away from its value in a uniform repertoire, 42 taking all the other biases into account. For example, the bias for the pair cysteine-alanine (CA) 43 describes the extent to which the frequency of CA in the repertoire differs from what would be 44 expected given the frequencies of the individual amino acids C and A, the pairs XC and AX (for 45 all amino acids X), and so on. MaxEnt models deconvolute the hundreds or thousands of inter-46 actions among features into separate components, which then together govern the generation 47 Arora et al. (2019) Repertoire-Based Diagnostics Using Statistical Biophysics all of it (Bialek and Ranganathan, 2007). Additional sets of pairs-for example, second-, third-, 53 or fourth-nearest neighbors (Mora et al., 2010)-add precision but at the cost of a substantial 54 increase in the number of model parameters (400 per set of pairs). This increase can affect the 55 coverage per feature (the total number of instances of the features in the sample divided by the 56 number of features), model quality and interpretability, and training time. The root of the problem 57 is that the amino-acid alphabet has 20 letters: as a result, parameters, data, and computational 58 requirements scale roughly as powers of 20. The alphabet also causes a second important 59 problem: letters in and of themselves, while a familiar and useful shorthand, lack information 60
of the observed sequence-and motif-frequency distributions. Thus MaxEnt models can be 48 thought of as capturing the underlying generative structure of the repertoire. ). These PCs are natural candidates for a reduced alphabet: they define orthogonal dimen-71 sions of a continuous space in which the discrete amino acids are embedded ( Fig. 1a ). Where-72 as in "letter space" there is no concept of distance between amino acids, in "descriptor space" 73 amino acids with similar properties are closer together (e.g., with A nearer G than Y) ( Fig. 1b) . 74 Such embeddings have been explored in immune-repertoire analysis ( Freeland, 2013) . We investigated whether de-77 scriptor-based MaxEnt models of IgH and TCRβ CDR3 repertoires could improve on models 78 based on amino acids alone by allowing more data per parameter (less sampling error), shorter 79 training time, and better interpretability ( Fig. 1c-d ), in principle leading to better models useful for 80 classification of states of health and disease. 81 
Results

82
Using 26 measurements carried out on the 20 standard amino acids, we derived five biophysical 83 descriptors that together explained 92% of the variance in amino acids' physicochemical proper- 84 ties. Each descriptor is a PC, i.e. a linear combination of the measurements. The first three de- 85 scriptors corresponded roughly to surface area/chromatographic properties (explaining 41% of 86 the overall variance), van der Waals volume (25%), and charge (14%) and together explained 87 79% of variance, an increase over the 68% previously reported for the first three descriptors de- 88 rived from measures of both the standard and additional non-canonical amino acids (Sandberg 89 et al., 1998). 90 We trained amino-acid-and descriptor-based MaxEnt models on representative IgH and TCRβ 91 CDR3 repertoires ( Fig. 2 ) and asked which type of model better described test sets of CDR3 92 sequences set aside from each repertoire, using a nearest-and next-nearest-neighbor amino-93 acid model as the benchmark (Methods) (Mora et al., 2010). We compared this benchmark to 94 two descriptor models: one that fit similar positional information but with fewer parameters, and 95 one that fit more positional information with a more similar number of parameters. To score 96 these comparisons, we calculated the (logarithm of the) relative probability that each sequence 97 σ in the relevant test set belonged to its repertoire according to each of the two models (M d , de-98 scriptor model; M a , amino-acid model):
and calculated the percent of sequences for which each model was a better fit. A score of 100% 100 for a given model meant that that model gave a higher probability for every sequence in the test 101 set. As validation, we confirmed that IgH models scored >99% of IgH sequences better than 102 TCRβ models ( Fig. 3a, left) , and TCRβ models scored >99% of TCRβ sequences better than 103 IgH models ( Fig. 3a , right).
104
Test 1: Similar positional information. We first compared models that incorporated similar posi-105 tional information: single-amino-acid positions and nearest-and next-nearest neighbor pairs 106 (see Methods). The amino-acid models required 2×20 2 =800 parameters to capture the pairwise 107 information vs. just 2×5 2 =50 parameters for the descriptor models (for each of IgH and TCRβ). 108 We predicted that amino-acid models would outperform descriptor models on this test, since for 109 every pair of positions the amino-acid model should have a slight edge, given that descriptors capture only 92% of the variance in amino acids' biophysical properties. Thus this test was ex-111 pected to provide an estimate of the cost of swapping alphabets. As predicted, amino-acid 112 models outperformed descriptor models, by a wide margin: 94.2% to 5.8% for IgH ( Fig. 3b , left) 113 and 99.6% to 0.4% for TCRβ ( Fig. 3b , right). The median sequence had a probability that was 114 ~240 (IgH) and ~87,000 (TCRβ) times as high according to the amino-acid model as according 115 to the descriptor model. For the amino-acid models, sequences from the final samples often 116 contained the canonical CDR3 stems (see Discussion), but these were rare for final samples 117 from these simple descriptor models.
118
Test 2: Similar numbers of parameters. A primary motivation for developing descriptor models is 119 their ability to capture information at a given set of positions with fewer parameters than amino-120 acid models; the corollary is that for a given number of parameters, descriptor models can cap- for amino-acid models, including the 20 single-amino-acid biases). We therefore first compared 127 420-parameter amino acid models against 325-parameter descriptor models that fit this addi-128 tional information. 129 We expected the descriptor models to outperform these amino-acid models, which, unlike our 130 benchmark amino-acid models, did not fit next-nearest-neighbor pairs, reflecting the utility of 131 additional positional constraints for defining CDR3s. We found that descriptor models outper-132 formed amino-acid models handily, with scores of 85.6% to 14.4% for IgH ( Fig. 3c , left) and 133 86.9% to 13.1% for TCRβ ( Fig. 3c , right). The median sequence in the test set was 217-and 82-134 fold more likely to have been produced by the descriptor model for IgH and TCRβ, respectively. 135 More remarkably, descriptor models also outperformed our benchmark amino-acid models, 136 even though the descriptor models had less than half the parameters (820 vs. 325 non-length 137 parameters), by almost the same margin for IgH, 80.7% to 19.3% ( Fig. 3d , left), but by much 138 less for TCRβ, at 54.6% to 45.4% ( Fig. 3d, right the discriminatory power of the models in the absence of that additional information. Using strat-149 ified 3-fold cross-validation, we found that descriptor models distinguished between pre-and 150 post-vaccination pairs with median AUC of 0.97 (p=4×10 -3 ; Fig. 4 ). It is worth noting that apply-151 ing PCA to the models to reduce them to two dimensions, failed to distinguish between day 0 152 and day 7, consistent with a lack of necessity for directions of greatest variance to correlate with 153 differences in states of health. repertoires but simultaneously difficult to capture in amino-acid models. 203 The success of descriptor models in correctly discriminating between pre-and post-influenza 204 vaccination suggests potential medical applications. We note that vaccination, like many immu- 
